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Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) has gained public attention at the same time security breaches are publicised in the press. This thesis is conducted as qualitative
study to research Cyber Threat Intelligence usage to harder organisations’ cyber
defence. Through content analysis, 14 documents were coded and analysed to
form a preliminary framework for CTI usability in organisations.
This thesis is using known OODA loop as framework to clarify CTI usage
in organizations. As qualitative study, one framework was created. For results,
CTI can provide much needed addition for organisational cyber security. From
strategic to tactical, CTI can enhance cyber defence is properly used.
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INTRODUCTION

Cybersecurity has gained public attention as new attacks with serious consequences are reported constantly. In their company’s blog, cybersecurity company
IT governance recorded 117 publicly reported security incidents and 18,407,479
data records were compromised in October 2020 (Irwin, 2020). This raises a question if all the incidents are noticed and reported. As number of incidents seems
to raise all over the world, IT governance gave to October 2020 a questionable
title “the leakiest month we’ve ever reported” (Irwin, 2020). A pessimist might
argue that we have lost the tug of war in cybersecurity.
The topic of Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) stirs up debate as it is young
concept in the field of cybersecurity. However, there are limited amount of available information about CTI implementation and usability, although some private
companies are already turned CTI into a product and advertising its use. For example, one of the leading Cyber threat intelligence providers, Check Point Research, suggest in their report to keep organizations their threat intelligence up
to date as it is the most effective proactive cybersecurity solutions available
(Check Point Research, 2020, pp 61). Despite statements above, cyber threat intelligence is still under researched subject in academic research. There is professional literature concerning CTI, but they are mainly offering general advice
when detailed information about CTI implementation is lacking comprehensive
model.
Cyber Threat Intelligence can be divided into three sub-categories. Strategic
intelligence is for C-level executives and board of directors of the organisation. It
is mainly used for long-term decision-making. Operational intelligence is considering about recognized threat actors and their modus operandi. Tactical intelligence is assisting the CSOC (Cyber Security operations Center) operations and
providing technical recommendations.
This thesis is using content analysis as research method to clarify usability
of Cyber Threat Intelligence in organisations. To research this phenomenon, 14
documents was chosen for analysis. These documents were coded, and excerpts
of these codes were analysed to create preliminary model for CTI usability.
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Framework of this study is OODA loop. This model is used to describe CTI usability in organisations.

1.1 Research problem
The research problem of this thesis is closely related to organisations’ problem to
make use of huge amount of data they have available. Research questions of the
thesis are related to organisational cybersecurity and to the goal to improve it.
With Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI), organisations are able to improve the security and provide better situational awareness.
The main research question of the thesis is:
•

How CTI can be used to improve organisation’s cybersecurity?

To clarify the research problem, the main research question is divided into three
separate sub-research questions:
•
•
•

How can CTI be utilized in organisational decision making?
How the available information should be used by the organisation in maintaining cybersecurity posture?
How can CTI improve an organisation’s cyber situational
awareness?

The first of the sub-research questions relates to organisational decision-making
processes. While cybersecurity is continuous competition between defenders and
adversaries, this requires constant improvement and process development. To
make proper decisions, accurate and timely information is needed in decisionmaking. With this first sub-question, this thesis is trying to answer if CTI can
provide support for decision makers.
Available information can also be utilized in strategic decision-making, in
which case it must be possible to assess the state and development of the organisation’s cybersecurity in the long term. The second sub-question seeks to answer
if CTI can be used in strategic decision making helping executives and governance-level decision makers to improve their judgement on current state of cybersecurity.
The purpose of the third sub-research question is to examine an organisation’s ability to perceive events in the immediate vicinity of its cyberspace and
recognise immediate threats which can threaten its assets and/or capability to
operate.
This thesis therefore seeks to take into account the strategic, operational,
and tactical levels of the CTI. In this case, it should be noted that each subsection
of intelligence has a different customer in the organisation. For this reason, thesis
does not include the medium or type of provided intelligence product. It is assumed that the information exists in a form that the customer is able to utilise it.
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It should be also noted that CTI refers to a number of different products that, due
to delineation, cannot be covered in great depth. This thesis is meant to be a general overview of CTI usage in organisations.

1.2 Structure
This thesis is divided into five different sections. Firstly, introduction gives a brief
overview of the topic. Literature overview discussed about current state of academic literature about Cyber Threat intelligence, cybersecurity, situational
awareness, and threat landscape. Next, research method of this study is introduced. The used method – content analysis – is described. In addition, the processes of data acquisition and coding is described. In results section, the outcome
of this study is gone through. Lastly, in discussion and conclusion section, there
are discussion about limitations of this study and suggestions for further research.
Also, research questions are answered.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, organisational cyber security is introduced. Organisations are facing various different threats daily. If realised, these threats can seriously hinder
organisation’s ability to act and perform daily tasks. To counter facing threats,
organisations need to have a clear view of the current threat landscape and maintain proper situational awareness.
Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is also introduced. CTI is divided into three
subsections. These subsections have different customers inside the organisation.
Every subsection has different goals to improve cybersecurity. CTI is supporting
function to improve organisational cyber defence and offering assistance for organisation decision-making.
The OODA loop is one of the well-known decision-making models which
originates from Korean War. The loop has four known phases – observe, orient,
decide and act. In addition, loop consists of feedback and implicit guidance &
control elements, which are used to improve decision-making in next cycle of the
loop.

2.1 Cybersecurity
At the same time when information system architectures have become more complex, their attack surface has been increased. Attackers have also developed as
they are using more subtle tools and tactics. In organisations’ standpoint, cyber
breaches can cause serious damage and hinder ability to operate. Therefore, organisations need to reconsider value of their assets and efficacy of their security
controls. Control mechanisms can be hard to implement as IS infrastructure consist of multiple different devices, which may have serious security issues. This
requires adaptive and agile security. Current situation can be alleviated by allocating resources to more precise situational awareness development. They are
already known ways to use security-related data for better security. This data
must be utilised more carefully for better security posture and decision-making.
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2.1.1 Organisational cybersecurity
During the ongoing, rapid digitalisation, organisations’ ways to utilise information technology is changed tremendously. New information systems are becoming more complex than ever before, and organisational daily routines are
more dependent on properly functioning and reliable IT-services. At the same
time, different threat actors are developing new ways to go around security controls and avoid detection. The fundamental purpose of organisation’s cyber defence can be summarised into three different elements as they are the basic parameters, which are needed for secure environment (Stewart, Chapple & Gibson,
2015, pp. 3):
•
•
•

Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability

This is known as the CIA triad and it is one of the most well-known frameworks
in cybersecurity discipline. Of course, the order of priority of these elements is
dependable on organisation and its goals.
In their paper, Borum, Felker, Kern, Dennesen and Feyes (2015) state that
successful cyber defence relies heavily on identifying, assessing, and managing
risks. As cyber-related risks are as real as other risk organisation is facing, single
breach or incident can cause serious damage to organisations ability to operate.
For this reason, cyber risks should be analysed in the context of the organisation’s
total risk (Borum et al., 2015). In this point-of-view, proper risk-based decisionmaking for risk mitigation is needed to mitigate risk into acceptable level. As Borum et al. (2015) states, the foundations of risk-informed decision-making is
based on three separate factors:
•
•
•

Recognising value and vulnerability of organisational assets
Considering threats facing those assets
Allocating resources accordingly to counter and mitigate
identified threats

As complex as information systems are today, this requires more advanced level
of cybersecurity. Traditional way of reactive security is no longer be able to undertake this task alone. During the history of computer security, attacks have
evolved from fast and destructive to more subtle and cunning way to operate.
Mathews, Halvorsen, Joshi and Finin (2012) did notice this change and called for
new ways to protect the systems. New and enhanced level of cybersecurity can
be implemented by taking an anticipating stance when protecting organisational
assets (Saurabh, Baidyanath, Manjot & Manoj, 2020). In addition of updating security controls to a better level, organisations need to create new ways to counter
zero-day vulnerabilities and new kind of malicious activities (Bhardwaj &
Goundar, 2019).
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2.1.2 Threat landscape
When dealing this ever-complexing state of information systems, one old information security adage comes into mind: “security loves simplicity” as these new
infrastructures are giving a hard time to cybersecurity experts and personnel. On
top of that, any new devices are lacking security updates and can be considered
insecure as various vulnerabilities are found. Although, it is very difficult to remove all critical vulnerabilities from source code, this problem continues to exist,
and threat actors are using it for their full advantage. 10 years ago, (Choo, 2011)
identified smart devices, ATMs, and point-to-sales machines as possible attack
vectors. Today, number of these devices have been multiplied as these are now
part of people’s everyday lives and ways of working. In addition, new kind of
Internet of Things (IOT) devices are beginning to find the way to people’s homes,
offices, and workplaces.
The most conspicuous problem of these new type of threats are their dynamic nature (Bhardwaj & Goundar, 2019; Borum et al., 2015). As organisations
are becoming more aware of used attack methodologies, adversaries are constantly figuring out new ways to bypass security controls. For the blue teams as
defenders, this means that a continuous threat analysis and monitoring has become one of the compulsory processes (Borum et al., 2015). For counter measures,
organisations need to re-evaluate their threat analysis and incident response processes (Ring, 2014).
2.1.3 Situational awareness
One of the fundamentals of cyber defence is a proper and accurate security
awareness. Awareness requires a broad understanding of the current security
situation. After this is achieved, countermeasures can be selected effectively. Safa
and Von Solms (2016) support this consideration as they state that, situational
awareness is the most important factor that helps to mitigate breaches in organisations. To keep organisations’ situational awareness up to date, internal and external audit must be conducted regularly (Tounsi & Rais, 2018). This is done to
gain understanding about state of current security posture of the organisation.
Other processes - like penetration testing and Red Teaming - can also be utilised.
Here the main goal is to make information-based assumptions about what attacker can do and how organisations security personnel can prevent it from happening.
To develop an effective situational picture, organisation needs information
about possible threats and their methodologies. During their research (Kotenko
& Doynikova, 2014) conducted a case study about security metrics for situational
awareness formation. Even it is possible to successfully create better security
awareness by analysing network events, used taxonomy needs reliable
knowledge about possible adversaries in this used methodology (Kotenko &
Doynikova, 2014). This is one example of ways of external data using, which have
already gained attention from scholars and professionals. Critique from Tianfield
(2016) implies that even if use of data in network systems have gotten some of
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researchers’ attentions, there is still a need of broader concept of situational
awareness than just organisational networks. Also, data must be deal with in a
holistic manner to gain better understanding at whole infrastructure (Tianfield,
2016).
Cybersecurity cannot be carried out only by technical manners as there is
always a human aspect. In their study, Hibshi, Breaux, Riaz, and Williams (2016)
found that security experts sometimes ignore some parts of situational awareness
and make decisions based on previous experiences. If current situation appears
to be similar on the surface, security personnel might ignore some of the vital
information as they are relying on their previous experiences. This implicates that
organisation might be lacking proper processes to handle important data for effective security.

2.2 Cyber threat intelligence
Intelligence is evidence-based, actionable knowledge, which is used to support
decision-making in different parts of the organisation hierarchy. Cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is used to predict and to warn of imminent or ongoing attacks
against organisation. In addition, CTI can be used as educational material for organisation’s personnel. Current state of CTI also faces many challenges and criticism which are also discussed in this chapter. In this paper, CTI is divided into
three different categories or subsections which all have different characteristics.
2.2.1 Definition
As a concept, it is hard to get exact and pervasive definition on what is cyber
threat intelligence (CTI). This is because many academics and professional literature in the field defines this term differently. Situation becomes even more confusing, when many commercial organisations enlist different product as “threat
intelligence” (TI) (Tounsi & Rais, 2018).
Generally, we can think “intelligence” as providing to the decision-maker
evidence-based, useable information and time to react. When we are talking
about “threat intelligence”, it can be defined evidence-based knowledge on
threats and can be used to support decision-making (Tounsi & Rais, 2018). In this
context, threat intelligence is a raw data which has been refined during contextincluding evaluation process to form a useable product (Dalziel, 2015, pp. 4). The
definition of this concept is becoming more relevant than ever before as CTI is
one of new ways to fight against adversaries in the cyberspace. As our networks
and different solutions are becoming more complex, CTI can be seen as
knowledge considering security incidents (Abu, Selamat, Ariffin & Yusof, 2018).
When an organisation is looking for improve its cyber defence capability, intelligence plays a key role in this task (Borum et al., 2015). Even if intelligence might
be hard to implement into organisation’s processes, this is a goal worth pursuing.
As an organisation is pushing new measurements to use, proactive security
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measures are crucial part of more secure cyber environment for organisations
(Saurabh et al., 2020).
When defending organisation’s network and assets, useful and up-to-date
information is highly desired. Knowledge about emerging and current threats
may be presented in several different forms. Tounsi and Rais (2018) subdivide
threat intelligence as including technical indicators, context, mechanisms, implications, and advisory aspects about current or emerging threat. This underlines
intelligence as being a supporting organisational function and process. As intelligence is a supporting process, the product must meet the demands of the intelligence users or customers in order to be useful. Requirements for proper CTI are
as following reported by Roberts and Brown (2017) and Abu et al. (2018):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relevant to organisation
Clear to the target audience/readership
Concise in form
Timely
Accurate
Actionable

In the context of organisational cyber defence, right type, accurate and timely
intelligence can help organisations managers and senior leadership consider
proper countermeasures through risk management program (Borum et al., 2015).
As intelligence is needed to support decision-making, this requires the analyst to
be aware of organisation’s objectives and goals. Typically, as intelligence is used
to reduce uncertainty, effective intelligence analysis requires the analyst to understand the faced problem, desired outcomes and impact and prioritisation of
undesired outcomes (Borum et al., 2015). Generally, for critical infrastructure incident handling, intelligence created from incident data is proven to be crucial
aspect (Skopik, Settanni & Fiedler, 2016). Similar kind of findings were reported
in network analysis studies mentioned above. In addition, one of the main goals
of cyber threat intelligence is to create and maintain organisation’s situational
awareness to identify potential threats and current incidents (Skopik et al., 2016).
CTI can be also used for developing security personnels’ professional expertise. As intelligence is now more commonly bought from external service provider or shared with other organisations, this provides real-time learning material to security stakeholders. Exchange and proper use of threat data have been
shown to avert potential cyber-attacks and alleviate ongoing attacks including
possible future events (Tounsi & Rais, 2018). When experts from various organisations share information, this builds up collective knowledge and helps to identify more complex attacks which organisation is facing (Williamson, 2016). Users
of threat intelligence also include threat hunters who use it to facilitate their own
processes to perceive suspicious activities inside organisation’s network (Bhardwaj & Goundar, 2019). In this perspective, CTI has an educational and directive
role.
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There are still already known and recognised problems with CTI. Oosthoek
& Doerr (2020) states in their paper that, as CTI is still in its infancy, it has several
major flaws. Like stated above, CTI is often bought or received from external
party. When organisations are using different naming systems, standards, and
processes, this also affects to quality of the intelligence. Skopik et al. (2016) wrote
at their paper that varying quality of the intelligence causes problems to intelligence analysts. When the quality is questionable, analyst is required to make
even more careful judgements about information credibility and integrity
(Skopik et al., 2016). CTI can also be considered being too biased for organisations
to use. As intelligence providers are focusing on known and influential threat
actors, smaller and less know actors continue to stay underestimated (Oosthoek
& Doerr, 2020). In other study, Tounsi and Rais (2018) stated that outdated information is one of the major concerns of shared intelligence. Ring (2014) has a same
conclusion. Other major defect is that received intelligence is not specific enough
to be used in decision-making and products are ineffective or outdated (Ring,
2014; Tounsi & Rais, 2018).
2.2.2 Intelligence subsections
Cyber threat intelligence is divided into different subsections which all have different characteristics, purpose, customer, and form. They are used to support different decisions and are used in different levels inside the organisation. In this
study, we are using common tripartition of cyber threat intelligence products.
These subsections are (Eom, 2014; Roberts & Brown, 2017, p. 24):
•
•
•

Strategic
Operational
Tactical

It should be noted that some authors describe only strategic and tactical levels of
intelligence and some assess technical intelligence as in its own subsection. Nonetheless, tactical, and technical levels are combined as one as they share much of
common ground. In the context of this study, exact definitions are not requisite.
More important is their level of abstraction which ranges from general, abstract
level of strategic intelligence to very specific tactical intelligence.
Strategic intelligence is a high-level information as it is used to support organisation’s governance-level decision-making processes. This means that strategic intelligence is mostly consumed by C-level executives and board of directors who make long-term decisions about organisation’s goals and objectives
(Roberts & Brown, 2017, pp. 25). According to Bautista (2018, pp. 57) typical consumers of strategic intelligence are:
•
•
•
•

Chief/Regional information officers
Chief/Regional information security officers
Vice Presidents
Senior managers
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Here the main supporting function is to help decision makers to understand current risk landscape and identify yet unknown risk (Borum et al, 2015; Tounsi &
Rais, 2018). Here, intelligence is used to inform and support long-lasting decisions and policymaking processes. Heidenrich (2008) argues, that as strategy is
not merely a concrete plan but a logic behind this plan. Therefore, strategic intelligence’s functional use is to support the creation and implementing this plan we
call “a strategy” (Heidenrich, 2008). Being very general and abstract by nature,
strategic intelligence is not very technical and is provided as in a form of reports,
briefings and/or conversations to inform customers (Tounsi & Rais, 2018). Like
Borum et al. (2015) summarises, strategic intelligence typically supports three
types of decisions:
•
•
•

Advancing organisation’s goals and objectives
Gaining advantage
Risk management across whole organisation

Commonly, strategic intelligence is covering different topics which might have
an impact on organisation governing practises and long-term goals. Good examples are malware and cyberattack trends, motivations of different threat actors,
and various classifications (Roberts & Brown, 2017, p. 25). Changing cyber landscape can therefore need organisation-wide changes and reviewing old processes.
For instance, previously unknown attack method or advanced persistent threat
(APT) targeting company’s industry sector may require governance-level responses - such as inspecting company’s security policies or architectural changes
(Roberts & Brown, 2017, pp. 25). Therefore, strategic intelligence provides a forewarning of emerging or possible threat and a possibility to implement necessary
changes which require time and resources to plan and execute.
In their paper (Borum et al., 2015) wrote that Department of Defence (DoD)
states, strategic intelligence can be utilised to build better defensive architectures,
improve situational awareness and understanding of the surrounding cyber domain. For strategic level executives, intelligence can offer valuable insights which
can be combined with knowledge of organisation specific characteristics. As a
product, there should be risk-based policies and procedures which are used to
guide organisation’s security posture (Bautista, 2018, p. 57). In some cases, strategic intelligence can also suggest a policy change in order to better protect the
organisation (Roberts & Brown, 2017, p. 25).
Benefiting from strategic intelligence is not an easy task to the organisation.
It requires knowledge about organisation’s own information systems, organisational policies, and procedures. Reliable situational awareness is also significant
factor. For strategic intelligence analyst, extensive knowledge of the organisation’s threat landscape is crucial (Borum et al., 2015). In addition of organisational
processes, highly skilled analysts are required, who can develop external relationships and gain benefit from reliable information sources (Tounsi & Rais,
2018).
From this tripartition, operational is the youngest and may be the hardest
to understand. To simplify, operational ties strategic and tactical intelligence
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together. Compared to strategic level intelligence, operational level intelligence
is more specific and focuses more on potential adversaries and their actions. Like
the term suggest, according (Roberts & Brown, 2017) operational intelligence
usually contains information about different campaigns, different threat actor attributes, capabilities, and perceived area of focus. It may also include higher level
of TTPs (Tactics, techniques, and procedures) (Roberts & Brown, 2017, p. 24). Operational intelligence can also include information about adversaries’ used attack
methodology on specific targeted sector (Tounsi & Rais, 2018).
The benefits of the operational threat intelligence vary greatly depending
on the usability and purpose of the intelligence collection. For example, (Tounsi
& Rais, 2018) suggest that, if one vulnerability is actively exploited across industry sector, this should lead to vulnerability assessment. In his book, (Bautista,
2018, p. 60) writes that in this level of organisation, leadership is responsible for
gathering and reporting different threats and vulnerabilities, enforce policies,
and developing intelligence products for organisation stakeholders. To conclude,
operational intelligence is mainly consumed my managerial-level personnel inside the organisation. Typical customers of operational intelligence are (Roberts
& Brown, 2017, p. 24; Bautista, 2018, p. 60):
•
•
•
•
•

Senior-level digital forensics
Incident response analysts
Security team leads
IT service experts
Other CTI teams

As information is more searchable than ever before, operational intelligence can
be received from various sources. For example, using open-source intelligence
techniques (OSINT), collection might be able to access public discussion forums
where can be found information about imminent, recent, or ongoing attacks
(Tounsi & Rais, 2018). Operational intelligence can also be received from organisations operating in same industry sector. Like (Skopik et al., 2016) argue, the
greatest benefit of information sharing can be achieved with information exchange between same sector operatives. (Tounsi & Rais, 2018) support this viewpoint as stolen information from one organisation, can also be used against another organisation in the same sector.
As different levels of intelligence, tactical is the most pragmatic level (Roberts & Brown, 2017, p. 24) The purpose of the tactical level is support technical
personnel to implement needed changes to organisation’s information systems.
Like (Borum et al., 2015) points out, tactical intelligence is used to support organisation’s defence on its own networks. It can also be used to counter commonly
known attacks adversaries use, hardening networks and blocking lists.
From this it can be concluded that tactical intelligence supports people who
are in direct contact with information systems as they found tactical and technical
level intelligence the most helpful to perform their daily tasks. Examples could
be (Roberts & Brown, 2017, p. 24; Tounsi & Rais, 2018):
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•
•

Computer incident-response teams
Security operations centre (SOC) analysts

Tactical level intelligence contains indicators of compromise (IoC), different
threat actors’ TTPs (tactics, techniques, and procedures) (Roberts & Brown, 2017).
Technical intelligence takes form of different kind of threat feeds and mail lists.
To generalize, technical intelligence is easily utilised, practical level of information. Technical intelligence can even be fully automated to be used in organisation’s information systems. Tactical intelligence is usually delivered via various technical publications, white papers, and communication among peers
(Tounsi & Rais, 2018). For technical threat intelligence, external providers offer
data feeds, which help security teams to protect organisation’s assets (Li, 2020, p.
18). Technical threat intelligence is far the most productised intelligence product
by commercial intelligence service providers. This is because technical threat intelligence is directly actionable and the easiest to quantify (Tounsi & Rais, 2018).
Problems with technical intelligence is commonly associated with huge
amount of data available. Like Tounsi and Rais (2018) mention, most of the security teams are unable to put technical intelligence in use because the data amount
is overwhelmingly vast. Another problem lies in intelligence vendors unexplained collection methods and lack of accurate categorisation of different threats
(Li, 2020, p. 98) This leads to situation where customers are not aware of the context and what actions should be taken according to the received data.

2.3 OODA loop
John Boyd’s OODA loop is one of the commonly used decision-making models
as it is used in military and business world alike. Loop have several different uses
and it represents human’s natural way of thinking and making decisions. Loop
consists of four phases - Orient, Observe, Decide and Act - which an actor is going
through during the process of decision-making. After last phase, the loop starts
all over again as it is an everlasting, iterative process. In this chapter, these phases
are discussed more in detail in the context of intelligence-driven cybersecurity.
2.3.1 Definition
During the Korean war (1950 - 1953) United States Airforce Colonel and military
strategist John Boyd started to develop a concept to describe combat operations
processes. This concept is known today as the OODA loop. Since then, OODA
has been used in different contexts and applications from private business to military sector. As commonly used as it is, the basic idea is still easily describable,
and uses are numerous. Commonly, OODA loop is used as make informationbased decisions as a decision-making model. Loop is also considered as a learning model as every loop cycle provides feedback about actor’s actions in operation environment (Gherman, 2013). Basically, we as human beings are constantly
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going through this loop in everyday lives whether, we realize it or not (Maccuish,
2012). The use of OODA loop is justified as this model as it is relatively widely
known and used. During this paper, OODA loop is used as intelligence-driven
cybersecurity usability context.
OODA loop consist of four different phases - Orient, Observe, Decide, Act
- which are needed to collect needed information for the those processes and to
decide and implement needed changes according the outcome (Boyd, 1995). The
model’s loop-like nature suggests that this is an everlasting, iterative process and
there can be multiple loops going through at the same time in organisation’s processes. The more commonly known and simplified version of the loop is introduced in figure 1:

FIGURE 1 The Simplified OODA loop

This simplified presentation of the OODA loop might slightly mislead the viewer
into wrong direction of thinking. Like (Maccuish, 2012) describes, if the loop is
understood via simplified version, it creates an illusion that the fastest actor always wins. However, this is not the case as quality of decision and proper orienting is as important as speed. For example, if an actor is inadequately oriented,
wrong decisions are made and they can even worsen the situation (Maccuish,
2012). In a context of intelligence-driven cybersecurity, the decision-maker need
a precise and extensive information to be able to orient organisation’s actions
correctly into right direction. Speed makes no difference if orientation is wrong
(Maccuish, 2012). However, if loop’s time span is too slow, decisions might no
longer be available or possible. Running the loop creates lag and if the lag is
greater than outcome process change, the desired outcome is no longer available
(Gherman, 2013).
In his summarising presentation - The Essence of Winning and Losing Boyd (1995) represents the OODA loop which differs a simplified one as it is
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more detailed and consists more crucial elements. This version is introduced in
figure 2 (Boyd, 1995):

FIGURE 2 The Detailed OODA loop

For Boyd (1995), decision-making process needs to include various cross-referencing processes. These are shown are arrows for implicit guidance and control.
As feedback is important to gain organisational tacit knowledge, Boyd also
added a feedback mechanism which ensures process development. Also, loop’s
second analysing phase is pulled apart to different factors which are impacting
into actor’s orientation and information processing.
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2.3.2 Observe
Firstly, there is the observation phase. Yet, information gathering does not end
when collected information is forwarded to next phase. Collection needs to be a
continuous process. To simplify, observation is about actor(s) are collecting information from surrounding environment. It can be also described as “sensing”
or “information collecting”. As an example, human beings and wildlife are acquiring information from their surroundings with their five senses. Organisations also have dataflows and streams of external information, which they use.
Like Roberts and Brown (2017, p. 15) point out, the main purpose of this phase is
to recognise useful information and collect it for later use. The motivation for
observation is a concern of environmental or internal disruptions to cause harm
to organisation’s internal state (Hall, 2005). As observation is ongoing, organisation’s perceived situational picture is affected by new information and changes
in environment. Of course, in order this to be successful, organisation needs to
have a strong focus on external circumstances which are changing due organisation’s own or other actors’ actions (Hall, 2005). It must be remembered that actor
is always interacting with environment. Actor cannot be a passive observer as its
own actions also make changes to situational picture. Also changes in actors’ internal state is useful information as it alters organisation’s balance with its surroundings. In one point-of-view, observation phase is a situational assessment
(M’manga, Faily, McAlaney, Williams, Kadobayashi & Miyamoto, 2019) as organisation must be aware of the current situation and any changes that may occur.
It must also be noted, that during the observation phase, there is no decisions or
judgements about how collected information should be interpreted.
In cybersecurity context, observation might mean network scannings, log
gathering and auditing, SIEM (Security Information and Event Management)
system control, datafeeds, mailing lists, and collecting security related documents from external sources.
2.3.3 Orient
Observation phase’s collected information is forwarded to the orient phase. If
observation was about gathering, orient is interpreting. This is when collected
information is evaluated into context with already known information (Roberts
& Brown, 2017, p. 15). This process is comparison with new and information.
When these two differ each other, it should create an error signal (Gherman,
2013). This error signal tells the actor that something in the current situation is
changed.
During the orient phase actor is forming mental picture about the situation
where is now and intended goal-state - an intentional future. Intentional future
is a brainchild of actor’s believed ability and opportunity to reach a goal-state by
changing oneself and the surrounding environment (Philp & Martin, 2009). This
goal-state concludes a deadline - a stated time limit when situation will be measured again. This is done to control the process and supervise effectiveness.
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Therefore, orientation phase of the loop ends at situational picture of the current
situation and desired goal-state.
Orient phase consists of five different factors which can be examined separately. All the factors influence on how an actor or organisation making constructions on ongoing events and forming choices for reaction. Next, we are going to
examine these factors more closely.
New information means previously unknown information which has now
made visible to the actor. It is provided by observation phase and considered
important to take notice as it describes changed state in observed situation. Analysis & Synthesis refers to interpreting new, available information. Like (Boyd,
1995) states, the process of analysis and synthesis requires projection, empathy,
correlation, and refection. This is a multi-sided process which needs to consider
many sources of information (Boyd, 1995).
Cultural traditions indicate on organisational or personal cultures characteristics. For example, this relates to organisational cultural theories and behaviour. As culture is mostly unconscious, it still plays a major role on who we make
judgements and assumptions. (Hall, 2005) also adds up organisational tacit
knowledge - like organisational routines - to the cultural factors. In general, cultural factors plays a significant role on how we interpret information and make
decisions (Maccuish, 2012). Previous experiences refer to individuals’ professional knowledge, tacit knowledge, and available knowledge of historic events
(Hall, 2005). As some part of decision-making is based on some event which has
happened in the past, we might recognise similarities between historic and current situation. Generic Heritage explains the impact of our DNA and generic
traits on how we interpret new information.
According to Boyd (1995), cultural traditions, generic heritage and previous
experience forms a baseline of needed psychopsysical skills shaped by environments and events which are happened to us before. This human element in decision-making is crucial. Even if provided information is correct, cultural, and generic aspects can cause the result to be wrong (Maccuish, 2012).
2.3.4 Decide
When the actor has oriented itself, the next step is deciding. This phase means
concrete decision-making as we are making a choice as actors between different
options. Like (Hall, 2005) states, that deciding is choosing executable plan or hypothesis. This should not be confused with plan implementation as it is only deciding a course of action (Roberts & Brown, 2017, p. 15) In practice, during this
phase actor analyses the difference between the reality and desired outcome and
sets goals (Gherman, 2013). As different options have been recognized, actor
makes a choice and moves to the next phase.
During current age of information systems and technology, there is also
computer-assisted decision-making. This can be beneficial especially at complex
problems where there are vast number of parameters to consider. However, this
phase is only for humans as they make a final decision (Gherman, 2013).
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In context of cybersecurity and cyber threat intelligence, rapid and unexpected situations may occur from collected information and are recognised to be
actionable. Therefore, decision-making should be as quick as possible in order to
make required changes before risk of threat realises. Implementing changes requires resources and time. Therefore, it is important to make a correct decision.
When desired goal-state starts to draw closer, the more important is to correct
any undesired errors and misalignments (Philp & Martin, 2009).
2.3.5 Act
After all other stages, the act stage is very straightforward. As nothing happens
without action, during act phase actors puts decided option into action. Acting
means assembling and executing decided response into current situation (Hall,
2005). Or as described more abstract way: acting means that actor uses available
resources and tools to change reality to meet goal-state (Gherman, 2013). Even if
an actor follows the chosen plan of action, this does not equal success. For this
reason, OODA loop is described as an iterative as actors’ own actions start to
make impact on the surrounding environment, the loop cycles back to observation phase.
After the contextualised information has triggered a need and desire to
change, decision-makers give orders to managers or employees who will initiate
needed implementation. This can mean a new system implementation, auditing
policies or guidelines or adding a new security control.
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3

RESEARCH METHOD

This thesis was conducted as qualitative research. The research method employed was descriptive content analysis. This section of the thesis introduced the
research method, reasons why it was chosen and known problems with qualitative research.
In addition, the data acquisition and coding process is explained in detail.
The sample included 14 different documents from different sources. For coding,
codes were created from the used framework – OODA loop. Specific software
was used to assist the coding process.

3.1 Content analysis
This thesis is conducted as qualitative research. The research problem of this
study cannot be dealt with numerically and the problem is context-specific including multiple factors. However, Cyber threat intelligence already have written documents, discussions, and other written material. For this reason, qualitative research approach was chosen to conduct this research. As stated by Conboy,
Fitzgerald and Mathiassen (2012), the purpose of qualitative research is to answer
research questions where the context is complex, uncertain, and multi-faceted.
For this reason, qualitative research was chosen.
The research method of this thesis is descriptive content analysis. There are
some known frameworks for Cyber Threat intelligence usability available. However, the purpose of this study was to create a framework based on one already
known decision-making framework – OODA loop. The content analysis was chosen to create an initial framework to describe this process. For this reason, content
analysis was chosen to search meaningful factors of this phenomena. According
to Adams, Khan and Raeside (2014, p. 159), content analysis is used to describe
the content systematically and classify the meaning that emerge from the material. Content analysis is also suitable for systematic research of electronic
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documents which every document in this study was (Bowen, 2009). This is why
content analysis was seen as a good option for this kind of research.
The known problems of qualitative research and content analysis is estimating quality of results, repeatability, and transparency. These points are underlined by Rolfe (2006), who claims that there is no accepted consensus of standards
for qualitative research. To tackle these problems, the research process will be
explained as detailed as possible for this kind of research. This principle of transparency is encouraged by Flick (2008, p. 65), who asserts the transparency to be
one of the essential factors for qualitative research. Also, qualitative research requires recognising biases on sampling and chosen methods (Sandelowski, 1993).
The analytical process and data acquisition will be discussed in the next two
chapters.

3.2 Data acquisition
The chosen sample for research for this reason was formed by publicly available
documents from the Internet. As for restrictions, included documents should be
available for public, be able to find by common search engines and not include
any payments nor subscription. The reason for there restrictions was to exclude
any commercially sold documents and case study documents from commercial
cybersecurity companies. For this restriction, the goal was to not include any specific IT architecture or organisational structure to the study as purpose of the
study was to be as general as possible. Another requirement was that chosen document must include information about Cyber Threat Intelligence at a general
level and holistically. One of the restrictions was that searched material should
be white papers and reports from different organisations. This excluded books
and eBooks from the sample.
Needed documents were searched from 20th December 2020 to 10th January
2021. The search engine used was Google. To perform the search, multiple different keywords and various combinations were used. Used keywords were following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cyber threat intelligence
CTI
Cyber security
Process
Communication
Decision-making
Decision making
White paper
Report
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During the search process, multiple white papers and reports were found and
skimmed through. Search process ended on 10th of January 2021 and 14 documents were accepted as sample for analysis phase. List of the documents is introduced in appendix 1.
The sample included documents from public and commercial actors. The
oldest document was from year 2013 and latest from year 2019. The range of
pages amount in documents was from 3 to 74 pages, average being ~23,7 pages.

3.3 Coding process
Coding process started with skimming every document thought once for superficial examination and gain better knowledge about the content. After skimming,
every document was also read though once for better understanding. After reading process was done, the process was taken to coding phase. This reading process was described by Bowen (2009) and was necessary to gain knowledge from
code acquisition.
Before beginning analysis phase, premade codes were made. Different
codes of analysis were taken from OODA loops different elements presented in
Library Review section. So, taken from OODA loop, code list looked like this:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observe
Orient
Decide
Act
Feedback
Guidance (Implicit Guidance & Control)

In this point of analysis, it was decided that results of the coding process would
be more accurate if child codes were also used in process. To achieve this, every
code was given sub-codes or child codes to complement already existing codes.
These child codes were created using knowledge gained from prereading of the
documents. Also, for orient phase coding, elements in OODA loop were also accepted as child codes. Child codes are introduced in Results-section.
The coding process was software-assisted. The used software for coding
was Dedoose 8.3.45. During the coding process every document was read
through and coded for found excerpts. Every excerpt was at least one sentence
long. In some cases, excerpt included few sentences. This coding approach was
chosen because context of the sentence was considered very important. Also,
Dedoose gave a possibility to view every excerpt in context, which was very useful during writing the results. During the process, the child codes were mainly
used for coding for better categorisation. Only if, there were uncertainty of the
child code but certainty of parent code, parent code was used. It must be noted
that in some cases, coding was not very straight-forward. Sometimes, some excerpts were coded with more than just a single code. For example, following
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excerpt was coded with “Tacit knowledge” and “Previous knowledge and professional experience”-codes:
Human analysts then apply a critical level of judgement to this filtered data to ensure
the final intelligence product contains minimal false positives (Bank of England, 2016,
p. 48).

After the coding process was done, the results were viewed on Dedoose software.
Every code was downloaded from software in .txt form and were read again to
ensure proper coding. This concluded the coding phase.
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4

RESULTS

In this section, the results of research are introduced. The source material was
coded with codes taken from the OODA loop and knowledge gained by reading
the source material before coding process. The total sum of coded excerpts was
429. However, during analysis there were excerpts which were coded with multiple codes, so the given number do not represent unique excerpts amount. The
given sum of excerpts represents all of the child codes added up to parent code’s
amount. The total amount of excerpts is represented in table 1:
TABLE 1 Total excerpts
CODE
Observe
Orient
Decide
Act
Feedback
Implicit Guidance & Control
Total

N
111
51
38
122
37
70
429

The source material was focusing heavily on observe and act phases of the OODA
loop. Also, implicit guidance & control was also somewhat described in source
material. Orient phase of the loop and feedback were the least described.

4.1 Observe
In observe phase, the coded excerpts distribution was uneven with used codes.
Excerpts were focused under information collecting (N=69) which was expected
when codes were created. Some excerpts were also found in Changes in situational picture (N=11) and External data feeds & mail list (N=10). Unsurprisingly,
organisational internal data sources were the least represented in the source material. Observe phase’s excerpts distribution is represented in table 2:
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TABLE 2 Observe excerpts
CODE
Observe

CHILD CODE
Changes in internal state
Changes in situational picture
Data from organisational security controls
External data feeds & maillists
Information collecting
Observable assets

Total

N
1
4
11
8
11
69
7
111

Observation phase is responsible to provide data for orientation phase. This collection process has received a lot of attention from academic and professional
literature. This is not in vain as high-quality data is a raw material helps analysis
phase tremendously. Next, general data collection factors are introduced. In addition, collection methods and co-operation with external providers are discussed briefly. Lastly, the general factors which were found during document
analysis are summed up as prevalent appearing findings.
For the observation phase, the common bedrock found during the document analysis was creating and re-evaluating organization’s threat landscape
profile. To create usable and efficient collection plan, cyber threat intelligence
(CTI) team must have shared understanding of threats organization is facing. The
profile must consist different attacker types, their modus operandi and used tools.
These can be referred or summarised as TTPs (tactics, techniques, and procedures). This adversary recognition is important as it enables prioritization for
data collection.
In this context, it is equally important for organizations to understand where they fit
within a given sector, supply chain, and geostrategic location in order to help identify
the range of potential adversaries and how they are likely to act (INSA, 2014, p.16).

As common guideline, security team should use a broad spectrum of collection
techniques to achieve deeper understanding. This is also matter of information
reliability during later phases as if same information can be verified from different, independent sources, it can be considered more reliable. For these reasons,
using diverse sources of data are highly advised.
During the document analysis, few nominators raised up regarding data
type and content. Collected data should be relevant for organisation’s cyber defence and it should be as comparable as possible. It must be acknowledged that
collection phase is expensive and time consuming. As collection is takes a large
part of the budget, the usability of the data can be considering a huge factor what
to collect and store for later phases. Compatibility refers to different medias and
mediums for collected data. Even if using different sources for data collection is
recommended, paying attention on compatibility of different sources helps especially during the analysis.
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Gathering relevant information is the first step toward generating actionable intelligence. This activity represents the largest proportion of budget because of the effort
and expense of collecting information from diverse sources (KPMG International, 2013,
p. 12).

Documents analysed resembled about the importance of constant monitoring of
the chosen data sources. Monitoring consists of many different questions to answer when planning and developing collection process. First question to answer
for monitoring is matter of breadth and depth. To simplify, collection can be
broad but shallow or detailed but narrow. However, these are the two extremities
and there are many shades of grey between. The breadth and depth of collection
should be interlocked with threat landscape profile and needed information. Secondly, monitoring frequency is another important factor for observation.
Monitoring is a cyclic process driven by a pulse. The pulse should be sufficiently short
such that the monitored entity does not deteriorate beyond correction between pulses.
On the other hand it should be sufficiently long such that it does not incur unnecessary
computational expense or cause undue delay (Hickman et al. (1989) according to Bank
of England, 2016, p. 48).

Lastly, two different monitoring methods should be considered and selected to
fit to the collection plan. The source material introduced two different types of
monitoring: pull-type monitoring (e.g., periodic, analysis-driven, and eventdriven monitoring) and data flow-based push-type monitoring (e.g., log data and
threat feeds). These types of monitoring are part of collection strategy as they are
highly dependable on security team and their assets.
For data usability point-of-view, these are decisive factors as threat data and
information have always a shelf live. For these reasons, the matter of monitoring
is one of the most significant aspects of useful observation and situational awareness. During constant development, security team should aim to create constant
stream of data for analysis.
If an intelligence function is stressed it may fixate on the influx of new data rather than
dealing with the data, it has in hand. This can be managed by developing a ‘battle
rhythm’ -- (Bank of England, 2016, p. 48)

To control and evaluate observation-related tasks and data flows, team should
standardize the collection process. In addition, collection feed analysis should be
re-evaluated constantly as if they meet the requirements set of the threat landscape profile and requests for information. As part of the collection, source material recommends establishing an internal threat intelligence library. This historical database provides context for analysis phase of intelligence process and helps
to fulfil incoming intelligence requests.
There are many different sources for collected data. In the analysed source
material, different sources are coarsely categorized to technical intelligence
(TECHINT) and open-source intelligence (OSINT) collection methods. As this
study is mainly focused on non-governmental actors and their cyber threat
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intelligence needs, covert collection methods typical to law enforcement or military actors are omitted.
Technical intelligence is considered as signals from hardware devices and
software applications. This kind of data sources includes data from organisation’s Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems, Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS), honeypots, spam traps and firewalls to name a few. Basically, this categorization includes systems which are used to monitor organisation’s network activity. In addition, malware signatures, registry keys and file
artifacts can be considered as TECHINT. As a rule of thumb, TECHINT includes
everything technology-based attack methods which security team can analyse
and create useful intelligence for organisation’s cyber defence and does not include any covert activity. For the same reason, Covert Human Intelligence
Sources (CHIS) are not included in this study.
Indicators such as created registry keys or file artifacts can be more useful, as they are
less commonly changed by attackers (MWR, 2015, p. 36).

It must be noted that even if threat feeds from various commercial providers can
help tremendously with organisation’s cybersecurity, alone they are not sufficient to fulfil organisation’s intelligence needs. For this reason, providing more
deeper situational picture and threat landscape is advised.
Contrary to the marketing messages of some providers, indicators of compromise are
not threat intelligence, they are a component of threat intelligence but by themselves
add little value. Instead, threat intelligence must contextualize IOCs for defenders as
part of full-formed threat intelligence. (Dragos, 2018, p. 17)

Open-source intelligence (OSINT) have a different meaning for different people.
To simplify, according to Bazzell (2018, pp. IV), OSINT can be considered as any
intelligence which can be produced from publicly available information to satisfy
a specific intelligence requirement. For cyber threat intelligence, renowned,
OSINT-based sources are different white papers, reports, and articles. Furthermore, collecting data from social media, chat rooms and blog posts are typical
form of OSINT. In this study, also different databases (e.g., Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) database by MITRE), code repositories and RSS feeds
are considered as OSINT-based collection.
Start slowly – use Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) reports (and other relevant
sources, e.g. reports shared by government and industry on CiSP) to refine the process
of collecting, analysing and reporting intelligence relevant to your department
(Gov.uk., 2019, p. 64).

During the analysis, external sources were also included to the collection process.
These consists of different organisations, commercial intelligence providers and
other cybersecurity-related peers of the security team. One of the obvious sources
for threat intelligence are public, governmental actors such as law enforcement,
government security bodies and Community Emergency Readiness Teams
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(CERTs). As source material suggests, it is useful for organisation to create and
maintain relationships with these kind of actors for mutual benefit. Other public
organisations are also listed, such as Internet Safety Advisory Committee (ISAC),
Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Centre (FS-ISAC) and European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA). Other notable intelligence-based providers are proprietary cyber threat intelligence companies,
Real-Time Blacklist (RBL) providers and independent cyber security labs and researchers. In addition, professional CTI networks, peers and business partners
may provide valuable insight for security team as they can provide industry-specific intelligence and informal information exchange. As reference material used
in this study and during the document analysis, information sharing is highly
encouraged.
Regardless of origin, sharing intelligence between peers is critical to achieving success,
and we encourage all departments be actively involved in contributing to cross government threat intelligence (Gov.uk., 2019, p. 64).

Furthermore, including external providers turns out to be very useful for
organisation in addition information received. This applies more to the next
phases, but it is included to observation phase as this phase is responsible to provide needed information for next phases. As source material states, using external providers offers independent validation, insight and complements existing
understanding for problem at hand. In addition, organisation can develop its
own analytical capabilities and to mitigate analytical biases such as group think.
These factors may be useful at orient phase and should be included into collection
if they are considered useful.
External intelligence can provide insight into potential threats while an organization
works to adopt an intelligence driven approach and develop their own analytic capabilities (Lockheed Martin, 2015, p. 12).

To conclude the observe phase, data collection requires careful planning and constant, internal development mentality. Careful observation requires situational
awareness and constant re-evaluation of data sources. As the threat landscape is
the main factor which guides collection, changing circumstances and new information changes the landscape constantly. Of course, OODA loop’s implicit guidance & control and feedback phases influence collection decisions and therefore
organisational internal discussion and feedback mechanisms are highly encouraged. For collection, there are various data sources and methods from which to
choose. The main problem is to direct collection mechanism to sources and methods which provide the most useful source for next phases for the loop and therefore the best intelligence product to the customers while carefully considering
budgeting limitations. At the same time, sources must be selected carefully as too
much data might cripple whole analytical process. For this reason, it is advised
to start slowly and build better collection capacity as the overall process matures.
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4.2 Orient
Orient phases number of excerpts was little surprising after the coding was
ended. In the source material, main part of coded excerpts was at Analysis &
Synthesis (N=16). The orient part of material included a lot of information about
commonly known intelligence analysis and intelligence cycle, which was expected. The source material also emphasized CTI team’s self-assessment and constant development of processes, which also implies strong influence of intelligence studies in general. The coded excerpts of the orient phase are introduced
in table 3:
TABLE 3 Orient excerpts
CODE
Orient

CHILD CODE
Analysis & synthesis
Comparison of new and old information
Evaluation process
Machine learning
Organisational culture
Precious knowledge and professional experience
Scenario analysis
Tacit knowledge

Total

N
1
16
4
7
6
4
4
6
3
51

During the OODA loop’s orient phase, data received from observation phase is
transformed to useable intelligence for the customers. The phase includes various
methods of content processing and analytical techniques. The main goal is to provide actionable intelligence to aid specific decisions, maintain situational awareness or clarify organisation’s risk landscape.
The purpose of the analysis phase is to take processed content and convert it into actionable intelligence products for consumption by the CTI function’s customers and
partners (Gov.uk., 2019, p. 38).

To create intelligence, raw data must be processed to find different patterns,
trends, clusters, or sequences. The intelligence needed defines used techniques
and methods. Analytical strategies found from source material included datadriven and hypothesis-driven which are dependent of available data and purpose of needed intelligence. Data-driven analysis is mainly performed with machines via number-crunching. For example, using artificial intelligence to find
patterns or performing statistical analysis. Hypothesis-driven is performed by
human analyst or analyst team.
Before performing any analysis and after new data has arrived, it needs to
be rendered to remove noise – the unneeded or unnecessary data. The goal is to
make needed signals easier to find. Even is data selection have been made in
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observation phase, source material concludes that there are still unnecessary data,
which must be removed to ease the analysis. As there not a clear definition for
data filtering, it can be argued that major part of needed data selection must be
done in observation phase. As OODA’s orient includes the new information component, the fine adjustments for data filtering are done in orient phase. This data
processing can be performed by parsing, correlating, filtering, de-duplicating,
and aggregating data.
Before raw data can be analysed it needs to be processed to render it amenable to
downstream analysis. -- This is a critical and often-overlooked step in the threat intelligence cycle. Although it is generally described as being part of the collection phase
it could just as easily be said to form a bridge between collection and analysis (Bank of
England, 2016, p. 20).

Data-driven analysis is machine-performed analysis method. It is mainly used
huge data sets which are too vast to people to handle. As the data amount organisations are facing is increasing, this method is becoming more vital for analysis
phase. Machines are especially used with technical intelligence since input data
can be partially or fully automated and indicators have usually short lifespan.
This leads to situation where rapid adjustments are needed for technical controls.
In addition, many organisations can be use different kind of analytical tools to
monitor network to seek suspicious activity. As for OODA’s point-of-view, analysis & synthesis and new information components are included in data-driven analysis. Also, historical database – which was mentioned in observation phase – provides context for analysis and therefore can be considered as previous experience
component.
Hypothesis-driven analysis is performed by analysts in the organisation’s
security team. Like intelligence analysis in general, cyber threat intelligence analysis requires different skills and traits for the analyst. The source material mentions intuition, curiosity, and imagination as needed characteristics for analyst.
During orient phase, analysts also perform risk assessments as there is critical
level of human judgement needed. Human judgement is also needed for trying
to minimise false positives. In source material, it is assumed that CTI analysts
work as a team or part of the team which includes professionals from different
fields. With this interdisciplinary skillset, the team can provide comprehensive
situational awareness when needed.
The team consisting of multi-disciplinary skillsets across crisis management, CTI, social engineering and criminology were able to provide in-depth situational awareness
during the crisis. (Deloitte, 2019, p. 7)

As it is stated in source material, one of the most important tasks of threat intelligence team is attacker attribution. For this threat actor profile, attacker’s activities and modus operandi must be clarified. To identify, the attack must be traced
to a single point of origin, specific actor, or organisation. The team can use models
for analysis & synthesis. The source material gives few examples as The Diamond
Model, Cyber Kill Chain® by Lockheed Martin and ATT&CK framework by
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MITRE. These frameworks can be more accurate as they are based on actual adversary behaviour rather than just hypothetical thinking. As mentioned previously, CTI-team needs to create and develop their own way of working and organisational culture to perform this task. This can be seen as OODA’s cultural
traditions.
How do we blend technical, regional (understanding of the actors and their motivation), and functional (e.g., cybersecurity or counterintelligence) expertise on motive
and intent in performing cyber threat analysis (Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 2018b, p. 2)?

OODA loop includes implicit guidance and control from orient phase to observe
phase. During the analysis, information gaps need to be recognized and directed
to the observation phase to guide collection. Security team needs to recognise
what they already know which can be seen as knowledge which already exists
inside the organisation. This knowledge includes previously encountered and
recognized attacks which can be found from historical database as previous
knowledge.
Lastly, the intelligence gained through analysis and production will be
given for decision makers on chosen medium of communication. The intelligence
cycle calls this as dissemination. It closes the orient phase.
Intelligence is information that has been validated and prioritized, connected to specific actors and attacks, customized for specific enterprises, and tailored for specific
security consumers within the enterprise (Friedman & Bouchard, 2015, p. 38).

Orient phase includes a lot of different factors which the CTI must consider. Analytical methods vary according to the need and data available. Of course, datadriven analysis and hypothesis-driven analysis can be used in side by side. As
organisation’s threat landscape is constantly changing, CTI team is required to
develop their ways of working to protect the organisation.

4.3 Decide
The decide phase is mainly focused on the intelligence product’s medium and
discussion between CTI team and the customer. The benefits of intelligence are
discussed in moderate detail. Coded excerpts were mainly focused on organisational decision-making (N=17) and stakeholder interaction (N=8), which mean
that the co-operation with intelligence customers is the main focus of this phase.
Stakeholder interaction also implies the situational picture of the organisation’s
threat landscape and recommendations for actions. Also, the differences of intelligence sub-sections are noticeable. The excerpts of the decide phase are introduced in table 4:
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TABLE 4 Decide excerpts
CODE
Decide

CHILD CODE
Computer assisted decision-making
Implementation plan
Organisational decision-making process
Roadmapping
Stakeholder interaction

Total

N
3
3
1
17
6
8
38

Through dissemination, intelligence gained in orient phase is distributed to customers. Mainly, threat intelligence contains two different components: vulnerability analysis and description of adversary operations. In other words, intelligence is presenting threat in context. The intelligence product itself, needs to
meet three different criteria: Right content, proper presentation and it is delivered
at the right time. Right content means that intelligence product needs to provide
sufficient understanding of the threat and the possible consequences. Presentation needs to be concise and easy to understand for target group. Intelligence
does not meet its goals if it is delivered at the wrong time. This timeframe is matter of effectiveness and proactivity.
Threat intelligence provides three critical elements: describe the threat, illustrate the
impact, and recommend action (Dragos, 2018, p. 17).

The main benefits of intelligence are to provide stakeholders situational awareness and reduce uncertainties. As these uncertainties are recognised and understood, management can make decisions about countermeasures. Situational
awareness includes all the needed knowledge of the organisation, partners, attack surface and threat environment. The source material stated that intelligence
distribution is most efficient with constant dialogue with the management and
CTI team. This can be done via daily tasking or co-ordination meetings. Through
these meetings, stakeholders can gain the latest situational picture for organisational decision-making. When intelligence can advertise about potential future
threats, there is a possibility for proactive changes in organisation and intelligence-lead cyberresilience.
In law enforcement and intelligence organizations, intelligence directly informs all
core business decisions. It is evident that corporate boards do not follow this approach
consistently (KPMG International, 2013, p. 12).
The key learning takeaway is to embed the use of intelligence into core business by
aligning the development of intelligence products to the tempo of formal decision
making (KPMG International, 2013, p. 12).

The source material states that one of the most prevalent consumers of intelligence are IT managers and Chief information security offices. As these stakeholders are gaining knowledge about new attack surfaces, adversaries, techniques,
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and tactics they use. This comes back to reducing uncertainty of decision-making
as intelligence is a supporting function for decision-making.
This is a highly proactive stance where the consumer’s mindset moves towards ‘what
do I want to happen?’ (Bank of England, 2016, p. 48)

Through intelligence, these stakeholders can evaluate the possible impact’s effects on potential loss of revenue, impact on regulatory compliance, and ability
to launch new products to organisation’s customers. With this proactive stance,
the organisation can make proactive changes before impactful events occur. Yet,
this also requires stakeholder evaluation about offered intelligence. The stakeholders should judge the intelligence by its relevance and priority on current situation and if suggested actions are wasting expensive organisational resources.
However, with vulnerability analysis, stakeholders can prioritize needed
changes as they prefer.
Consciously choosing not to take action is just as important as taking action; threat
intelligence should inform both action and conscious non-action (Dragos, 2018, p. 17).

The previously emphasized constant dialogue with CTI team and stakeholders
also includes CTI team’s constant self-monitoring of their processes. As OODA
loop describes, decision must provide feedback for observation. This means that
intelligence quality and relevance must be reviewed. Feedback from stakeholders
about quality, relevance and new requirements are used in next cycle. Of course,
CTI team must be aware about various stakeholder groups and if they find provided intelligence useful.
Across all departments surveyed, the distribution of CTI was noted to be critical to its
usefulness. Where possible, CTI teams should maintain a view of who in their department is receiving intelligence and whether they are finding it useful (Gov.uk., 2019, p.
64).

Decision-making process is not a straight-forward task as it requires human
judgement and accurate communication among various stakeholders. Intelligence can dampen uncertainties, provide insight about current threat landscape,
and provide situational awareness. For decision-makers, intelligence is a supporting function for decision making as they try to develop and maintain organisation’s security posture. CTI team must keep evaluating their products to develop their processes for better quality products.

4.4 Act
The act phase is highly dependable on intelligence sub-sections and the customers. The coded excerpts were somewhat more evenly distributed. Executing and
implementation (N=47) was the most coded excerpt as it included every single
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implementation or change made in organisation. Stakeholder communication
(N=30) was also heavily represented as OODA loop includes implicit guidance
and control from orient phase to act phase. Excerpts for act are shown in table 5:
TABLE 5 Act excerpts
CODE
Act

CHILD CODE
Stakeholder communication
Executing & implementation
Resource allocation
Task allocation

Total

N
2
30
47
21
22
122

After decision-making process, organisations take needed actions towards better
security posture. After the organisational decision-making process in done, the
plans must be executed. This process is highly dependable on what part of organisational hierarchy the customer is and intelligence sub-section.
Strategic intelligence is a high-level information, and its consumers are
mostly C-level executives, high level management and board of directors. As intelligence serves as a supporting function inside the organisation, strategic intelligence offers insight to governance-level decision making in a long-term perspective. When C-level and the board is discussing about strategic choices for the
organisation, strategic intelligence provides for knowledge about threat landscape which can be used to develop long-term, risk-based strategy. At the same
time, the budgeting and resource allocation can be directed to mitigate the most
dangerous risks organisation is facing.
A strategic approach to understanding your cyber threats will enable budget to be allocated and a long-term strategy developed – often at Board level (CREST, 2019, p. 24).

With clarified threat landscape and proper communication strategic intelligence
is also able to assist organisation’s Chief information security officer (CISO) to be
informed about latest changes in threat landscape. While being informed, CISO
is more able to communicate with top executives and board members and give
recommendations. The value strategic intelligence gives are the current risks organisation is facing, likely development of threat landscape including adversaries and their actions and assistance for return on investment in security.
When governance-level executives are aware of current and impending
threats, precautions can be made before possible incident. This proactive stance
can lead to new implementation plans and policies.
Policy guidance to protect the organization from a potential disruption hopefully leading to threat prevention (Dragos, 2018, p. 17).

Effective cybersecurity requires knowledge about organisation’s own systems
and as well the threat landscape. Strategic intelligence provides actual
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knowledge and understand about threats to governance-level consumers. As different organisations’ threat landscape differs, strategic intelligence is also able to
clarify which threats are current for organisation. The threats may differ from
those what are hyped in the press. When threats are recognised and understood,
this can be developed to risk-based decision-making.
Threat scope and impact details supporting risk-based strategic decision-making (Dragos, 2018, p. 17).

Operational intelligence is more specific than strategic intelligence and focuses
more on different adversaries and their actions. The main point of interest is different adversaries or adversary groups. This intelligence also includes threat actor’s attributes, capabilities, and focus. With operational intelligence assistance,
the security team can launch a vulnerability assessment if exploitation on own
industry sector is detected. Operational intelligence can also give a forewarning
of incoming attack. This gives a possibility to ensure organisation’s defences and
to monitor and evaluate attack. The gained knowledge can be used to attacker
attribution for future organisation’s own used and for other CTI-teams in different organisations.
Cyber threat intelligence activities are also organized around specific adversaries, especially cybercriminals, cyber espionage agents, and hacktivists. The enterprise that
knows its opponents can optimize its defenses to protect against those adversaries and
the attacks they employ (Friedman & Bouchard, 2015, p. 74).

The customers for operational intelligence are mainly managerial-level personnel,
incident response teams, digital forensics, and expert-level IT personnel. In some
cases, even fraud detection departments may use operational intelligence as part
of their operations. Here, operational intelligence provides context around the
attack, event, or alert. For incident response and digital forensics this means more
knowledge about complex attacks. This allows more comprehensive analysis. For
IT managers, operational intelligence provides needed knowledge for different
kind of gap analysis which can be used to identify gaps in defences, assessing
risks and develop responsive actions.
Cyber threat intelligence helps infrastructure groups prioritize patches based on rich
information about vulnerabilities. That information can include technical descriptions
of vulnerabilities and their effects, how hard they are to exploit, and whether exploit
tools are currently available in the wild (Friedman & Bouchard, 2015, p. 74).

Even if operational intelligence is more high-level than technical, assisting organisation’s Cyber Security Operations Centre (CSOC) can also be beneficial for security. Operational intelligence can provide context and assists on actions or escalations with observed Indicators of Compromise (IoC).
For example, a threat intelligence service that includes a moving threat level based
upon specific operational and tactical intelligence can allow the SOC to activate a
heightened state of readiness (CREST, 2019, p. 24).
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From this tripartition mentioned, tactical intelligence is the most pragmatic level.
Tactical intelligence is used to support organisation’s defence in information system level. There is also technical level of intelligence, and some scholars and professionals treat it separately from tactical intelligence. However, in this thesis,
tactical and technical levels are combined as they share much of common ground.
The aim of tactical threat intelligence is to understand how threat actors are likely to
attack the organisation, and to map this understanding to the ways in which the attacks can be mitigated or detected (MWR, 2015, p. 36).

Tactical intelligence is the most utilized intelligence subsection and the main purpose of it is support organisation’s CSOC operations. With tactical intelligence,
CSOC can prioritise for alerts, reduce false positives, and conduct effective blacklisting.
In addition to reports and briefings, a key part of cyber threat intelligence is delivering
technical intelligence to the CSOC (Gov.uk., 2019, p. 64).

Tactical intelligence provides CSOC different kind of indicators and adversary
TTPs (tactics, techniques, and procedures) to harden IT infrastructure. As threat
feeds are easily automated, this can save a lot of time from CSOC personnel’s
daily tasks. Including to this, indicators have a limited timeframe when they are
valid. Intelligence can also assist removing old ones from the blacklist that they
do not block legit content in the future. Intelligence can also monitor different
indicators and their occurrence. If already known indicator is still sighted, it can
be still considered a threat. Email indicators can also be blacklisted to save work
from CSOC personnel. To conclude above, as threat feeds allow automatic dissemination, these implementations will save a lot of work form CSOC to let them
focus on more important tasks.
If you can program a SIEM to flag high-priority alerts based on tags and enterprisespecific rules, and to quickly assemble related threat information, you will automate
some of the most time-consuming tasks required of SOC analysts (Friedman & Bouchard, 2015, p 74).

The knowledge gained from tactical intelligence can also be used for technical
recommendations and assisting new implementations in organisations. As CTI
team is aware of how adversaries attack to the systems, they can cooperate with
other IT personnel when organisation is refreshing the IT infrastructure.
Consult architects and systems administrators to identify planned refreshes of technologies, environments, or key systems. Identify opportunities to feed tactical intelligence into these refreshes to mitigate attacks at the design and implementation phase
(MWR, 2015, p. 36)

One of the tactical intelligence’s tasks is also to observe vulnerabilities which are
exploited in the wild. Also, code repositories provide information about exploits
which are available for adversaries. This information can be compared to
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organisation’s infrastructure. Gained knowledge is valuable when conducting
patching to systems.
Code repositories, such as exploit databases, can provide insight into which exploits
are available for adoption by threat actors, and which vulnerabilities should be prioritised for patching as a result (CREST, 2019, p. 24).

From cyber threat intelligence’s point-of-view, OODA loop’s act includes various
tasks which all are used to support organisations current cybersecurity posture.
Strategic intelligence provides insight to governance-level decision making processes by maintaining accurate situational picture and enabling risk-based decision-making. Strategic intelligence also supports Chief Information Security Officer to communicate with top executives and board members with up-to-date
knowledge about current threat landscape. Operation intelligence provides
knowledge about threat actors and context about attack to its customers. Also,
operational intelligence gives a forewarning of an attack, new adversaries in organisation’s own industry sector and supports other security groups with needed
knowledge. Organisation’s CSOC is supported with operational and tactical intelligence with indicators of compromise and context around it. Tactical intelligence also supports CSOC operations with prioritisation of alerts, reduces false
positives and blacklisting. Technical intelligence can be provided to SIEM (Security information and event management) systems via threat feeds. Tactical intelligence is also giving recommendations to other IT teams and supervises exploits
enabling effective patch management.

4.5 Feedback
The feedback phase had only two child codes as they are only codes deemed necessary. Excerpts were describing OODA loop’s feedback and development mechanism accurately. The main emphasis was on process development via feedback
from customers and correcting possible flaws. The idea of continuous development of the process was also present. Feedback excerpts are introduced in table
6:
TABLE 6 Feedback excerpts
CODE
Feedback

CHILD CODE
Postmortems
Process evaluation & deployment

Total

N
4
9
24
37

Like any other process, intelligence also needs a way to measure success or failure. This quality management process maintains and develops quality of intelligence product via self-assessment and feedback from stakeholder groups. For
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usability it is necessary that threat intelligence remains a cyclic, evolutionary process with aims to continuous improvement.
To ensure that a CTI function provides and demonstrates value to the business, it must
continuously examine the quality and usefulness of its outputs. For each product type
that the CTI function produces, an appropriate performance metric should be set
(Gov.uk., 2019, p. 64).

To improve and find flaws in process, stakeholders’ feedback is a vital part of
improvement and for customer satisfaction. For this reason, the source material
suggests keeping up constant dialogue with stakeholders and hold meeting
where intelligence process can be discussed and evaluated. The main point is to
ensure that intelligence function in organisation is understood correctly and set
up objectives.
Decision-makers need to identify what they specifically want to know and what the TI
programme should be telling them. (MWR, 2015, p. 36)

If intelligence was delivered in report form, it can be evaluated many ways.
Firstly, stakeholders can clarify if the report meet the original requirements. If it
succeeds, more deeper requirements can be employed in the future. Failure to
meet requirements detonates a flaw or failure at some point of process. Estimation can be made when comparing expected results to actual results. In this case,
CTI team needs to unravel the root cause of failure and employ corrective actions.
There is always a possibility that delivered report was not used. In which
case it should be clarified if intelligence was actionable, timely and included necessary contextual information for action. There is always a possibility that ignoring the report was cause by factors with are not in CTI team’s control (e.g., human
error or resource shortages).
Annual threat assessments. Scoring from a templated feedback report can provide useful feedback. Key metrics to include are whether the customer found the product useful, and whether they took direct action as a result (Gov.uk., 2019, p. 64).
Most customers are rarely satisfied with a single delivery since receiving an intelligence product usually acts as a catalyst for additional requests (Bank of England, 2016,
p. 48).

In case of technical intelligence, providing feedback must be done differently. As
main source of technical intelligence is various threat feeds, CTI must evaluate
their usefulness and how well they perform to prevent attacks. Therefore, the
evaluation must be done with other security team members who work with defensive infrastructure.
Technical threat intelligence can be a complex endeavour – not to mention expensive,
if feeds and analytical solutions are purchased commercially. It should therefore be
rigorously evaluated: specifically, the number of prevented attacks that would not
have been prevented by other means (MWR, 2015, p. 36).
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Enriched IOC feed to defenders. Measurement of the enriched IOC feed can be
achieved by taking statistics from defensive infrastructure, such as the number of positive alerts, and the ratio of positive alerts to false positives (Gov.uk., 2019, p. 64).

For feedback process, CTI team can create own Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
for constant evaluation. Team can measure speed of delivery, volume of quality
content, number of requests per year, and different statistics from various sources.
Organisational structure aside, with regard to organisational culture, the best environment is one that encourages self-awareness, peer review and questioning of existing
procedures (Bank of England, 2016, p. 48).

Feedback might be sometimes overlooked but it is necessary part to provide better quality products to CTI team’s customers and achieve better security for organisation. As OODA loop states, feedback must be collected form decide and
act phases of the loop to observe phase. AS OODA loop is cyclic process, every
cycle gives to CTI team a change to improve their processes and quality of their
products.

4.6 Implicit Guidance & Control
Implicit guidance and control were very much in line with OODA loops idea of
directive mechanism of the loop. The main emphasis was at orient phase’s recognized information gaps and re-directing them back to collection. Still, implicit
guidance and control requires CTI team to have proper situational picture and
sufficient knowledge about adversaries. In addition, guidance also must prioritize on what to collect as unneeded data can become a burden in the process.
Guidance from orient phase to act phase was not directly found. However, it can
be speculated that by giving recommendations for actions can be counted as
guidance and control for act phase. The implicit guidance and control experts can
be found in table 7:
TABLE 7 Implicit Guidance & Control excerpts
CODE
Guidance

CHILD CODE
Behaviour analysis
Focus & Scope
Information from & type
IoC re-evaluation
RFI (Request for information)
TTPs re-evaluation
Task reallocation

Total

N
0
2
12
24
13
9
3
7
70
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In OODA loop, implicit guidance & control directs the intelligence collection by
giving directions to observe phase. Like mentioned in observation phase, collection is requiring resources and is expensive. That is why proper direction is necessary to direct available assets to the most important matters.
Like in feedback from customers, intelligence collection should be measured and evaluated constantly. CTI team can conduct a collection feed analysis
which informs and modified collection. This also include determining the scope
of collection. Collection feed analysis is based on learning about relevant threats,
organisational concerns, and the needs of individual stakeholder groups. In addition, this requires knowledge and understanding of organisation’s assets, system vulnerabilities, and threat landscape. When information needs are recognised and understood, resources can be allocated for collection.
Commercial organisations, like law enforcement agencies, cannot dedicate resources
to counter every threat they face. Therefore the allocation of resources to implement a
threat intelligence capability should be informed by a prioritised understanding of assets, threats and vulnerabilities (Bank of England, 2016, p. 48).

Intelligence strategy guides the collection. The strategy should include the goals
of intelligence function inside organisation. For strategy, CTI team should be able
to issue key measures to monitor and measure performance. Key measures are
also used as a tool to manage strategy. Form general strategy, CTI team is able to
prioritise collection according to given requirements. Of course, collection should
be based on anticipated threat level and threat landscape.
When considering a threat intelligence strategy, a mature cyber threat assessment (TA)
should be the primary guidance for departments. Foreknowledge about adversaries’
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) is extremely valuable. It not only helps enterprises learn what to look for to detect attacks, it guides them on where to strengthen
security technology, staffing, and processes (Gov.uk., 2019, p. 64).

During the intelligence collection and analysis, CTI should monitor threat
behaviour because this may reveal more about adversaries used TTPs (tactics,
techniques, and procedures) and identify collection gaps. Gaps should be recognised in orient phase and request additional material for analysis. Threat actor
behaviour monitoring is beneficial for organisation also for the reason that behaviour is harder to change than single indicators. Thereby, behaviour have
longer lifespan and increases robustness of detection. On the contrary, Indicators
of Compromise (IoC) are much easier to modify by the threat actor, so they are
not considered as reliable as behaviour in attacker attribution process.
Threat Behavior Analytics identify system or user actions indicating suspicious or malicious activity. Like their name, they detect adversary tradecraft (i.e., behavior) rather
than specific technical elements known to be bad. Threat behavior analytics have a
long lifespan and are difficult for adversaries to modify, unlike IOCs which have a
short lifespan and are easier for adversaries to modify (Dragos, 2018, p. 17).
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Robust behavior analytics improve detection effectiveness by orders of magnitude beyond traditional detection mechanisms (such as anti-virus) because they’re neither generic like anomaly-based approaches nor static like signature-based approaches (Dragos, 2018, p. 17).

The main purpose of guidance from orient back to observe is fill up the collection
gaps, request extra material and direct collection to fulfil the needs of the analysis.
Success in this communication improves the quality of intelligence products and
maintains CTI team’s own situational awareness. It must also be notices that orient phase also guides and controls the act phase of the loop. This can be seen as
recommendations for action in intelligence products. During the document analysis, no direct link about this guiding process was found. However, as intelligence offers guidance of how to improve organisation’s security posture and assists in decision-making, it is relatively safe to assume this link also being present
in the organisation’s cyber threat intelligence operations.

4.7 The framework
After describing the results, a preliminary framework was made. Like coding,
this framework is based on OODA loops and contains same elements. As one of
the objectives of this thesis was to try to describe Cyber Threat Intelligence process in a concise and understandable form, a simple model was made trying to
achieve this goal. Found framework is introduced in figure 3:

FIGURE 3 The Cyber Threat Intelligence Framework

Firstly, the framework consists three major collection sources in observe
phase. These are technical intelligence, OSINT (Open Source Intelligence), and
external providers. Like discussed in the observe chapter, these are the major
sources for needed data.
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Orient phase contains removing noise, two different analysis methods, adversary attribution and TTP. Removing noise was considered to be important because there was a strong emphasis of it and its necessity in source material. Also
noise removal eases and quickens the analytical process. Machine and hypothesis
analysis depict two different analysis methods which were found from source
material Of course, these can be used alongside if needed to achieve the best result possible. After analysis, CTI team should have an idea of adversaries and
their TTPs (tactics, techniques, and procedures). If the threat actor cannot be recognized, at least CTI team have some understanding about threats they are facing.
After this, risk assessment is needed. As CTI team should be aware of the organisation’s infrastructure and current threat, should be evaluated the threat, risks,
and possible impact of the threat. From this evaluation, recommendations can be
made.
In decide phase, intelligence products are divided according to the intelligence sub-types and customers. The gained intelligence is distributed to customers for decision-making process. Strategic intelligence for C-level executives, operational for managerial level and tactical for people responsible for technical aspects and infrastructure. Act is very straight-forward as every level in the organisational hierarchy starts to execute the decisions made in decide phase.
According to the OODA loop’s feedback process, two main elements were
included to this model. Constant and systematic feedback collection from customers and self-evaluation were seen as two most important elements of the feedback element of the loop. Implicit guidance and control are described by two different factors: collection guidance from orient to observe and recommendations
to orient to act phase. Feedback and guidance to collection are directed to collection strategy to direct collection for the next cycle of the loop.
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5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this section, the results of this research are introduced. Cyber threat
intelligence (CTI) can provide useful assets to organization’s cyber defense.
Depending on intelligence subtypes, CTI can provide useable knowledge to all
levels of the organizational hierarchy.
During this chapter, answers to research questions are provided. Also, discussion about limitations and suggestions about further research are introduced.
As this thesis was a preliminary research to CTI usage in organizations, more
research is needed to confirm the results.

5.1 Answers to research questions
In this section, answers to research questions are introduced. This thesis was conducted to answer to one research question and three sub-research questions. During the analysis and writing phase, these questions were answered. This section
will go through each question and with found answers. The main research question was:
•

How CTI can be used to improve organisation’s cybersecurity?

As for intelligence in general, Cyber Threat Intelligence can provide time to react
and prewarning for organisation. The benefit of the CTI is highly dependable on
the organisational hierarchy and therefore the customer. Providing strategic intelligence for C-level executes and board of directors, CTI can effect on policy
changes and long-term strategic decision in organisation. As CTI provides situational picture of threat landscape and situational awareness, this knowledge can
influence on high-level decision-making in organisation. Operational CTI is able
to provide context to TTPs and name potential adversaries which are capable to
threaten the organisation. Organisational CTI is also supporting CSOC (Cyber
Security Operations Centre) for better security. Tactical intelligence can be used
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to block malicious actor in beforehand and support CSOC for cutting out some
of the unnecessary tasks.
Sub-research questions were the following:
•
•
•

How can CTI be utilized in organisational decision making?
How the available information should be used by the organisation in maintaining cybersecurity posture?
How can CTI improve an organisation’s cyber situational
awareness?

Like intelligence in general, cyber threat intelligence is able to bring needed
knowledge to decision-making. For strategic decision-making, CTI can provide
insight on organisations threat landscape and situational awareness. Operational
threat intelligence can provide a forewarning for impending attack, identify gaps
and provide context for CSOC. Tactical threat intelligence is able to assist CSOC
operations by providing needed intelligence to blocking and needed knowledge
about Indicators of Compromise (IoC). Technical intelligence dissemination can
be automated to lighten the workload of the CSOC personnel. In addition, tactical
intelligence is able to give technical recommendations and assistance for infrastructure changes in organisation.
Using cyber threat intelligence can improve organisation’s cyber security
posture by observing the treat landscape and assisting in decision-making. The
knowledge CTI provides can be used for implementing new security controls and
making changes to processes. As CTI will provide recommendations for actions,
these can turn out to be valuable to counter incoming attacks. CTI can be used to
improve situational awareness to keep eye on potential adversaries and their
TTPs.

5.2 Limitations
When conducting this thesis, some limitations of the study was also found.
Mainly, these are concerning about research method, research, and the way this
study was done. For the limitations, the results are descriptive but not completely
robust.
Firstly, the process of data acquisition was done only by one researcher.
Like stated in research method section, there is always a possibility of bias when
selecting sample for analysis. For more reliable results, multiple researchers
should be used. However, this thesis was done by only one, single researcher so
using multiple researchers for document selection was not an option. Still, this
can be considered one limiting factor in this thesis.
Secondly, like sample selection, coding process also was done by only one
person. This means that coding process can be also biased. To avoid this, multiple
persons should be used for coding to minimise bias.
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Thirdly, the sample used included different documents form different
sources. For this distribution, the goal was to reach some robustness for the research. When used documents from different organisation, some kind of data triangulation was achieved.
Fourthly, this research was conducted using only one research method.
Methodological triangulation would provide more reliable and valid results for
this kind of phenomena. However, Cyber Threat Intelligence is gaining more attention in academic research and more research is advised to gain more understand on threat intelligence usability in organisations.
Lastly, this study was conducted as qualitative research. Like stated in Research method section, qualitative research might be considered as questionable
in terms of quality of given results, repeatability, and transparency. To tackle this
problem, the goal was to describe the research possible as transparently as possible. However, this still leads some room for speculation about validity and reliability of the results. Again, further research is advised.

5.3 Further research
After conducting this thesis, some suggestions for further research were found.
Like stated before, this was preliminary study about Cyber Threat Intelligence
usability in organisations. Even if this is complex phenomena and it was contemplated only in general level, possible options for further research are advisable.
To achieve better validity and reliability, the matter of usability should be
studied in context. Using case study research could bring new perspectives. In
addition, further document analysis research combined with interviews can be
used to bring new viewpoints and advance the framework introduced in this thesis. Also, focusing on decide and act phases of the OODA loop can brighten the
organisational decision-making process using Cyber Threat Intelligence.
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